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Introduction:  "RNA  world"  is  one  of  the  most 
widely accepted hypothesis about origins of life, due to 
the experimentally observed versatility of Ribonucleic 
Acid (RNA) molecules in different chemical processes 
[1]. RNA is constituted by ribonucleotides, which are 
composed by three  molecular  entities:  a  nitrogenous 
base,  a  furanose-ribose and  a phosphate  group.  Sev-
eral  studies  have  investigated  how  RNA  has  been 
formed in the early Earth,  including the catalytic role 
of mineral surfaces, the presence of salts or lipid com-
pounds, the exposure to drying/wetting cycles, and so 
forth [2]. Even though, the mechanism of spontaneous 
formation of ribonucleotides in different primitive sce-
narios is still a key question in the prebiotic chemistry 
field.

In this work, we model the chemical reactions for 
the ribonucleotide formation/degradation under hydro-
thermal  prebiotic  conditions,  by means  of ab  initio 
molecular  dynamics in explicit aqueous solution. We 
exploit  free-energy methods  [3,  4]  combined  with  a 
topological approach based on graph theory developed 
in our group able to accurately track variations of the 
chemical  bonds  network  along  a  chemical  reaction 
[5]. From this methodology, we explored different re-
action  channels  related  with  the  nucleotide 
synthesis/degradation as well as quantitatively recon-
struct the free energy profiles associated to the studied 
chemical  reactions  in  silico.  Additionally,  we  per-
formed a series of NMR experiments for the nucleo-
tide in liquid phase to characterize the different sub-
strates and  products and  get  insights  of the reaction 
rates,  providing  a complementary information  to the 
simulations  and  confirming  the predicted  values ob-
tained from the free-energy calculations.

Figure: Molecular representation of AMP solution
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